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More than ever, we yearn for calming textures and colors to fill

our homes and soften the transition as we redefine our interior

spaces. The Harmony collection embodies the need for beauty

and versatility within interiors.

From playrooms to boardrooms, these new wallcoverings provide

the perfect backdrop for today’s multi-functioning spaces.

About the collection...About the collection...About the collection...
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The FA20 collection features 9 new wallcoverings

and the recoloration of our timeless pattern, Saigon.

FIK-04 Storm
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Bring the inherent beauty of nature

indoors with Petals, a grasscloth

dressed in a sophisticated and

serene mid-scale print.
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PetalsPetalsPetals



PET-03 Mila



Yes, Petals can be printed on Type II or any other

base for minimal yardage. Please contact your

sales representative for further details.

Can Petals be printed on a Type II substrate?
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PET-01 Lurie

PET-02 Knox

PET-03 Mila
Sold By: 1 Roll minimum
Roll Size: 12 yards 
Composition: Sisal
Backing: Paper
Repeat: H: 34" V:34"
Width: 36" (91 cm)
Weight: 6 oz/lineal yard (200 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Minimal seaming when installed properly
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PET-01 Lurie



CanvasCanvasCanvas

Like the starting point for artistry and painting, this detailed

paper weave imitates an extremely durable canvas.

Aptly named, Canvas is a timeless texture with a tightly

woven construction and casual color palette.

Canvas offers a quiet background for the ever-evolving

interiors of today, from dens to dining rooms.
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CVN-05 Brick



Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Paper
Backing: Paper
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 36" (91 cm)
Weight: 7 oz/lineal yard (250 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly

CVN-04 Splash
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CVN-01 Powder CVN-02 Heather CVN-03 Script

CVN-04 Splash CVN-05 Brick

CVN-03 Script
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VoluteVoluteVolute

Digitally printed on cork, 

Volute is a modern-day fresco.

Volute’s picturesque print, reminiscent of

ornate brushstrokes, offers a traditional old

world feel with the appeal of an

environmentally sustainable ground.

Complemented by three neutral colorways,

Volute blends a painterly quality with a

subtle shimmer for a look that reads

understated glamour.
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VOL-02 Amara



VOL-03 Gali VOL-01 Maya

Yes, Volute can be printed on Type II or any other

base for minimal yardage. Please contact your

sales representative for further details.

Can Volute be printed on a Type II substrate?
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VOL-01 Maya

VOL-02 Amara

VOL-03 Gali

Sold By: 1 roll minimum
Roll Size: 12 yards
Composition: Cork
Backing: Non-Woven
Repeat: H: 34 ½'' V: 24 ¼ ''
Width: 36" (91 cm)
Weight: 10 oz/lineal yard (330 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A 
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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FikaFikaFika

Fika is defined as a Swedish ritual of

spending quality time with friends and family,

to share the good things in life over coffee.

Fika embodies this feeling with small flecks of

color woven together creating a cozy

heathered look.

FIK-04 Storm
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FIK-03 Ashen



This inviting texture provides the perfect backdrop for these small

and meaningful moments. Complete with a soothing color palette,

Fika instills a sense of tranquility that we need more than ever as

we transform our homes into shared workspaces.

FIK-06 Terracotta
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FIK-01 Lily FIK-02 Bluff FIK-03 Ashen

FIK-04 Storm FIK-05 Dusk FIK-06 Terracotta

Sold By:1 Roll minimum
Roll Size:12 yards 
Composition: 90% Cellulose / 10% Cotton
Backing: Non-Woven
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 36" (91 cm)
Weight: 11 oz (373 gsm) / lineal yard
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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SaigonSaigonSaigon
A longstanding classic, Saigon is

a vinyl interpretation of a painted

grasscloth.From pattern to color,

this elevated Type II vinyl offers

timeless style while nurturing a

soothing atmosphere where it

matters most.

With the addition of eight new

matte and two-tone pearlescent

finishes, Saigon’s durable 

design and range of colors 

meets the demands of today,

providing the perfect 

backdrop for playrooms 

and board rooms alike.
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SAI-021 Wild Ginger



Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Vinyl 
Backing: Osnaburg
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 54" (137 cm)
Weight: 20oz/lineal yard (452 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A | EN 13501-1: Euroclass B
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Minimal seaming when installed properly

Yes, Saigon is a clean vinyl and is phthalate free

and meets low VOC requirements for CA- 01350.

Is Saigon a clean vinyl?

SAI-017 Glacial Ice
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SAI-01 Oyster White

SAI-016 Rattan

SAI-015 Silent White

SAI-021 Wild Ginger

SAI-09 Pewter 

SAI-013 Dark Silver

SAI-02 Smoke Gray

SAI-019 Breezy Blue

SAI-017 Glacial Ice

SAI-018 Gravel Road

SAI-014 Light Silver

SAI-020 Laguna Blue

SAI-011 Bronze SAI-022 Dark Pine
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SonderSonderSonder

Sonder, a rustic woven whose complex weave structure was

inspired by the feeling that everyone, including strangers, is

living a life as complex as your own. 

Applying that emotion to the landscape of interiors and

pairing undeniable texture with a dynamic color palette,

Sonder fits every surrounding from traditional to transitional.

SOD-03 Dune
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SOD-05 Marina



SOD-04 Shadow
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SOD-01 Powder SOD-02 Mist SOD-03 Dune

SOD-04 Shadow SOD-05 Marina SOD-06 Currant

Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Cellulose
Backing: Non-Woven
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 36" (91cm)
Weight: 8 oz / lineal yard (271 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A 
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Minimal seaming when installed properly
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Reminiscent of a linen textile, Serenity

features a plaid overlay of delicately woven

threads intermixed with organic slubs.

The open weave pattern is laminated to a

glimmering pastel paper, providing a quiet

elegance to today’s complex and 

multi-functioning interiors.

SerenitySerenitySerenity
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SER-02 Sterling



What is the cellulose product for the woven layer?

Cellulose is a plant fiber that is the initial product for paper, textiles etc.

SER-01 Calm SER-04 Petal
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SER-01 Calm SER-02 Sterling SER-03 Sand

SER-04 Petal SER-05 Aero

Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Cellulose
Backing: Recycled Paper
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 36" (91cm)
Weight: 7oz/lineal yard (250gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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SER-05 Aero



Cinder layers similar color tones on a metallic film

to create an inviting pattern and illustrates the

beauty of balance within interiors.

The tonal texture of this Type II vinyl is enhanced

with small-scale abstract details inspired by mid-

century modern design.

Shimmering accents mirror dappled light patterns

adding unforgettable visual impact to indoor

environments in an interesting way.

CinderCinderCinder
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CIN-002 Wildwood



Yes, Cinder is phthalate free and meets

low VOC requirements for CA 01350.

Is Cinder a clean vinyl?

CIN-003 Hailstorm
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CIN-001 Full Moon

CIN-004 Night Sky

CIN-003 Hailstorm

CIN-006 Evergreen

CIN-002 Wildwood

CIN-005 Lake View

CIN-007 Sunset

Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Vinyl/Metal Foil
Backing: Non-Woven
Repeat: Non-Match 
Width: 54" (137 cm)
Weight: 20oz/lineal yard (452 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: High traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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CIN-002 Wildwood



PixelPixelPixel

Pixel’s textured design resembles the look and feel of

a dimensional textile in a Type II vinyl.

The pattern finds balance with a coloration that

ranges from soft pastels to rich jewel tones.

Metallic glints throughout illuminate the surface

giving it an appearance of subtle movement. The

depth in design and color of this Type II vinyl can

foster a sense of serenity or exuberance that will hold

up to the highest of traffic areas.
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PIX-008 Elko



PIX-002 Routt



Yes, Pixel is a clean vinyl, phthalate free 

and meets low VOC requirements for CA 01350.

Is Pixel a clean vinyl?
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PIX-001 Nye PIX-002 Routt PIX-003 Yakima

PIX-004 Teton PIX-005 Kane PIX-006 Marion

PIX-007 Hidalgo PIX-008 Elko PIX-009 Colfax

Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 30 yards
Composition: Vinyl 
Backing: Osnaburg
Repeat: Non-Match
Width: 52" (132 cm)
Weight: 20 oz/lineal yard (452 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A 
Installation: High traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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Keramos celebrates the colors and designs of Grecian pottery in a

large-scale geometric print. Skillfully applied gradation of color

adds a layer of dimension and a nuance of light to the weave

structure, mirroring the maze design of a labyrinth.

The complexities of the color palette are enhanced by a gentle

shimmer giving a luxe texture to this natural woven.

KeramosKeramosKeramos
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KER-01 Conrad



Can Keramos be printed on a Type II substrate?

 Yes, Keramos can be printed on Type II or any other

base for minimal yardage. Please contact your sales

representative for further details.

KER-02 Morgan
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KER-01 Conrad

KER-02 Morgan

KER-03 Kempf

Sold By: The yard (3 yard minimum)
Roll Size: 12 yards
Composition: Cellulose
Backing: Paper
Repeat: H: 39" (99 cm) V: 52" (132 cm)
Width: 41" (104 cm)
Weight: 9 oz/lineal yard (280 gsm)
Fire Rating: ASTM E84 Class A
Installation: Medium traffic areas | Seamless when installed properly
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general
FAQs
Q: Do your wallcoverings meet commercial code requirements? 
A: Yes, all of our wallcoverings are Class A fire rated.  
 
Q: Can your natural products be wrapped around corners? 
A: Most of them can be but some patterns are more difficult. Please
visit “Wrapping Corners” on our website’s product specific hanging
instructions. 
 
Q: Do you have available inventory that can ship immediately? 
A: We maintain stock on a majority of our wallcoverings at our New
Jersey warehouse.
 
Q: Where are your wallcoverings designed?  
A: We have an in-house design studio in Soho, New York. 
 
Q: Are your products Type II? 
A: Type II is a designation that applies only to 20 oz vinyl. 
With that said, almost all of our vinyls are Type II. 
 
Q: Does Innovations offer custom wallcovering? 
A: Yes, please contact our customs department at
customs@innovationsusa.com or your sales representative.
  
 Q: Are you able to discount to meet hospitality budgets? 
A: Yes, we are able to discount based on volume to meet 
most hospitality budgets.  
 
Q: Can I request a one yard sample? If so, how quickly? 
A: If your job meets our quantity criteria, yes. Contact your 
sales representative for more information. 
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Q: Do you have full repeat high-res images? 
A: For most of our wallcoverings we do have high-res
images showing full repeats.  
 
Q: Do you have installation images in every colorway? 
A: For most of our large-scale wallcoverings, yes. If not, we
can place it into a CG room setting. 
 
Q: Can your products be micro-vented? 
A: Micro-venting only applies to non-permeable (vinyl)
wallcoverings. In most cases, we can micro-vent our vinyls
but please ask your sales representative for details,
including microventing costs and minimums.  

Q: Do your products contribute toward LEED? 
A: Many of our wallcoverings contribute to low VOC
requirements. For more information or to learn if a specific
product contributes toward LEED, please contact your sales
representative. 
 
Q: Do you recommend a particular adhesive when
installation of your wallcovering? 
A: Please visit www.innovationsusa.com for installation
instructions and product recommendations. 
 
Q: What size are your wallcovering samples/memos? 
A: 7” x 9” or larger depending on the wallcovering pattern.  
 
Q: What is your return policy? 
A: Please visit www.innovationsusa.com for our terms and
conditions. 
 
Q: Are your products IMO? 
A: Many of our vinyls pass IMO and more will be available
soon. For more information or to learn if a specific product
passes IMO, please contact your sales representative. 

SER-02 Sterling

CIN-002 Wildwood
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contact us
sales@innovationsusa.comEmail

www.innovationsusa.comWebsite

800.227.8053Phone
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@innovationsusa


